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The Plan

• Part 1: Spectral Clustering 

• Part 2:  Picklology...and beyond!

• Appendix: Proof of the mighty         
Commute Theorem



Part 1: Spectral Clustering 



€ 

Vagabondliness = P(Xt +1 ∈ A k | Xt = Ak )
k
∑

Finding this partition is usually called “NCut” and it is NP-hard.

states=Snake(500,5,'No');

“Vagabond Clustering”: find a partition            that 
minimizes 



Since finding this partition is NP-hard,  to find the solution 
we will need to “relax...”

Key Theorem:

states=Snake(500,10,'Vg');The Vagabond Partion



for A and B disjoint



Approximate  the Vagabond Clustering

Key Theorem:

€ 

min
{vi | vi ,v j =δ j

i }
vi,Δvi

i
∑

by “relaxing” and solving

which from the
 spectral theorem is the first k

Laplace eigen functions 



Q.E.D.

Proof:

THE Swanky formula
Green-Kelvin Indtty 

definition 
conditional
probability

Do not imagine that mathematics is hard and crabbed, and repulsive to 
common sense. It is merely the etherialisation of common sense.” 
                ~Lord Kelvin



First three (non-trivial) 
Eigenfunctions

The Vagabond 
functions

Notice, they are not 
localized



Now we cluster in Euclidean space!

Can use our eigenfunctions to embed our states in Euclidean space

See:On spectral clustering: Analysis and an algorithm. A. Y. Ng, M. I. Jordan, and Y. Weiss. In T. 
Dietterich, S. Becker and Z. Ghahramani (Eds.), Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 

(NIPS) 14, 2002.



Spectral Clustering 
Algorithm

1. Find the M orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding 
to the M smallest eigenvalues. 

2.  Using these eigenfunctions, embed our states 
into Euclidean space and then apply K-means.

See:On spectral clustering: Analysis and an algorithm. A. Y. Ng, M. I. Jordan, and Y. Weiss. In T. 
Dietterich, S. Becker and Z. Ghahramani (Eds.), Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 

(NIPS) 14, 2002.

Many Variations...



K-means

• Simplest clustering algorithm is k-means

• To run requires fixing K=#(Clusters)

• Requires an Euclidean type embedding

• We are attempting to minimizing a loss 
function:

€ 

L = xi −µk( )
xi ∈Ck

∑
k=1

K

∑
2



1. Randomly choose points in each cluster and 
compute centroids.

Example from: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-means_algorithm

K-means algorithm:



2. Organize points by distance to the centroids.     
3. Update centroids



4. Repeat...



...until stable.



A hard part is choosing K=#(Clusters)

Elbowlogy: 
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Though is practice this rarely works in  a 
complex multi-scaar sysem system

€ 

L = xi −µk( )
xi ∈Ck

∑
k=1

K

∑
2

L



Also, need to account for “non-
ballish” geometry Classical K-means
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Spectral Clustering
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Manifold
Learning

€ 

L = d(xi,µk ) ≈ 488
xi ∈Ck

∑
k=1

N

∑



Spectral clustering in Mat Lab.

    %Sort by eigenvalue the eigenbasis [Eig,O]
Eig=diag(Eig);
[Eig Srt]=sort(Eig);
O=O(:,Srt);
    %Now apply K-means 'Rep' times
Emb=O(:,2:N);
[IDX,C,sumd,D] = kmeans(Emb,K,'emptyaction','drop');
for i=1:Rep
    [IDX0,C,sumd0,D] = kmeans(Emb,K,'emptyaction','drop');
    if (sum(sumd0)<sum(sumd))
        IDX=IDX0;
        sumd=sumd0;
    end;
end; why repeat?



Himalayas
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Yet another tricky part....

€ 

L = xi −µk( )
xi ∈Ck

∑
k=1

K

∑
2



Watch Out! 100 convergent 
runs of the spectral k-means 
were performed. 
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€ 

L = d(xi,µk ) ≈ 536
xi ∈Ck

∑
k=1

N

∑

€ 

L = d(xi,µk ) ≈ 538
xi ∈Ck

∑
k=1

N

∑

€ 

L = d(xi,µk ) ≈ 534
xi ∈Ck

∑
k=1

N

∑



Part 2: Picklology...and beyond



Define the pickle embeddings of a chain: 

+ -

ga

i



What is Z...

Green’s Function

€ 

G(x,y)
Potential at x for point source at y. 

€ 

ΔG(x,y) = δy

1828Circa



€ 

G(x,y) =
1

4π | x − y |

Example (R^3):

....with a second 
source at 
infinity

+



...

€ 

G(x,y1) −G(x,y2)

€ 

G(x,y1,y2)

€ 

< Δf ,c >=< f ,Δc >= 0



The Pickle Embedding 
(reduced to 3 dimensions)



The Netflix Challenge

Applications 







+-



A Wiki Adventure!









                 has a natural interpretation 
via the Commute Time from i to j 

(denoted       ) is the expected number 
up step needed to get from i to j and 

back to i.
 
%

[states Time]=Commute(15,25,1000);

Why do we like the Pickle Embedding?  



The Commute Theorem

Note: linear combinations simply translate the 
image,  and we can form 

For a reversible, ergodic Markov chain 



A Wiki Adventure, done correctly! i.e. a 
possibly non-reversible chain



The Commute Theorem

 and we can use 

is true for any ergodic Markov chain! 

Yes!!



gc

V

d b



This is the distance in the 
Hyperbolic plane (Klein Model) 

need 4th point to avoid infinity 

Why should we care...
Theorem (Doyle , Steiner 2009) N determines the conformally 
invariant part of a Markov chain and with w the whole chain.  

Geometry and conformal invariance 



Appendix: Proof of the 
Commute Theorem 

• Visit the almighty maximum principle

• Dwell on the fundamental mysteries of probability theory 

• Directly interact with the single most important fact 
about infinity

Why we are doing it.... to do some 
mathematics (yeah!)....



Proof:

Commute Theorem: 

Let        be the probability of reaching j 
before i when starting at i.

Proposition 1(Renewal Theory)

Proposition 2 (Maximum Principle, Potential Theory)



2FMPT

1FMPT

Wald’s Theorem (Renewal Theory)

n

 First... 



Proposition 1 

Commute(15,25,1000); Loop(15,1000);

Second Fundamental
 Mystery

 of Probability
Theorey

(see the appendix)

Very well
known!



Fundamental
 Theorem of

Analysis

T

Law of
Large

Numbers

only small
 stuff on ends

missing

...
1 T LARGE

N=#Loops=#(S=i)-1

Here’s one argument....



Proposition 2

Unique solution up to constant
from Maximum Principle

 equals the probability starting a i of reaching b before a. 

Dirichlet Problem

 is minus the probability of escaping from a to b staring at a

constant function
 in kernel





“I have not had a moment's peace or happiness in respect to 
electromagnetic theory since November 28, 1846. All this time I 
have been liable to fits of ether dipsomania, kept away at intervals 
only by rigorous abstention from thought on the subject.”
~Lord Kelvin~ (to FitzGerald 1896)

On the 2-d Euclidean lattice a 
drunk Lord will always find his 
way home.  In three dimensions 

he may not be so lucky! 

Poyla’s Theorem

* Dipsomania is a term USUALLY related to an incontrollable craving for alcohol.... the obsession is so compulsive that the 
dipsomanic will ingest whatever intoxifying liquid is at hand, whether it is fit for consumption or not. Dipsomania differs from 
alcoholism in that it is an uncontrollable periodic lust for alcohol, with, in the interim, no desire for alcoholic beverages. 

Ether Dipsomania is a term related to an incontrollable craving for a consistent and appealing theory of something in the form  
of an analogon to the theory of electromagnetism...the obsession is so compulsive that the ether dipsomaniac will....


